This is my tenth year of teaching (nine of which were spent teaching
first grade) and I have seen my instructional practices change in
response to current trends and research in education.
Past Instructional Techniques: Centers and Guided Reading Groups
I began my career by teaching my students how to read using guided
reading. Students were grouped according to similar reading levels and
I typically would meet with about 5-6 groups each day. Quick writes of
sight words, responding to reading through comprehension questions,
fluency work, word work, and word solving practice was integrated into
the same block of time. My first graders would be engaged in
approximately 20 minutes of sustained learning with me.
Reader’s Workshop and Strategy Reading Groups
After reading “The Daily 5” and “The CAFÉ Book” by Boushey and
Moser three years ago, my teaching philosophy was tested and I began
to experience a shift. I began to let go of the control and shifted
responsibility for learning to my students. “Letting go of control”
should not be interpreted as “I let chaos reign in my room.” Instead,
students learned how to assume responsibility for their learning and

began to enjoy freedom of choice. My classroom went from being
“teacher centered” to “student centered.”
Choice
The heart of “The CAFÉ Book” was giving students choice in their
learning. I began to allow students to choose which rounds of Daily 5
they wanted to do and the actual order that they did them in. I began
to let students sit where they wanted to and so they were not confined
to their tables. I began to let students read together more than ever
and I also, on the first day of school, dove into allowing students to
choose good fit books from the classroom library. This practice
became a weekly, Monday morning, routine for my class.
Good Fit Books
In the past, I knew from Regie Routman’s book, “Reading Essentials,”

the criteria for choosing good fit books and I would teach it to my
students. It was one lesson and I didn’t revisit it throughout the year.
Instead, I let students pick books the first day to fill their book boxes
and resorted to selecting all of their books, from the guided reading
library, from that day on. No more.
I know that good fit books are a concept that can be hard for some
students to grasp. They get hung up on the “interest” aspect of the
selection criteria and being able to read the words and understanding
the story can fall by the wayside. I have learned from experience that
some students do very well picking books from the entire classroom
library. Some students, however, need more guidance and so I have
three levels of books in baskets labeled “Start off Stories,” “Learn to
Read,” and “Read it Myself.” This is a concept taken from “Reading

with Meaning” by Debbie Miller. Students are able to successfully pick
good fit books from these baskets because the span of levels is
limited. Some students struggle even yet and so I might have several
different guided reading books at the same level and say to the child
“Which book would you like to read?”
As the year goes on, and each child’s reading level develops, so does
their ability to evaluate themselves as a reader and book selection is
more fine-tuned. I have found that, with time and continued guidance,
even the student who struggles the most in reading can learn to pick a
good fit book and read it independently and successfully.
Deeper Understanding

What is key in keeping all students on task (both students who struggle
and those that are proficient)?
Interestingly enough, even my understanding of a “good fit” book has
been refined. The definition is that you can read all the words, but I
have come to understand that, although that is true, a good fit book is
just easy enough to allow a child to independently apply a strategy to
solve tricky words that they come to without the help of another
individual. Otherwise, the books are too easy and a running record will
not glean any insight into the strategies a child is applying either
effectively or ineffectively. Matching students to books at their

instructional reading level results in the student being more dependent
upon you, as the teacher, to help guide them through the entire book.
Therefore, students are not working at their independent level during
read to self time and your reading groups end up running longer than
time may allow. It is a fine balance to be able to fit whole group
lessons, small group strategy lessons, and individual conferences in if

students are working with books that are too challenging. Regie
Routman also warns against allowing students to read books that are
too hard. Hampered reading growth, comprehension problems, and
fluency difficulties are sure to be the result. As teachers, we must be
diligent to ensure that kids are holding true to the good fit book rule.
Not only are good fit books important in keeping kids engaged, but I
have found that a purposeful task that students work on during
independent work time is key in helping students work towards their
goals. Students are invested in applying strategies (whether it is a
comprehension strategy or accuracy strategy) and desire to
demonstrate proficiency in using those strategies so that they can
proudly say they have mastered their goal. I follow Debbie Miller’s
sequence from “Reading with Meaning” as I guide students through
each comprehension strategy. Our district has a rubric that delineates
the difference between a proficient use of a strategy and one that is
developing. I don’t keep this criteria to myself. I include it, in kid
friendly words, on all comprehension graphic organizers and I ask
students to evaluate their use of the strategy.
Explicit Instruction
One concept of “The CAFÉ Book” that has helped me become a better
reading teacher is the concept of explicit modeling and instruction. In
the past, I gave all of my students reading strategy cards and said
“Use these to help yourself solve tricky words.” When the opportunity
would arise during guided reading, I would coach students in their use
of the strategies. I would determine which strategy would be most
effective and help the child apply it.

Upon reading “When Reader’s Struggle” by Fountas & Pinnell, I came to
realize that this fell short of what students need. Students who
struggle in reading tend to use the same strategy over and over again
even if it doesn’t work. They do not have a wide range of strategies to
use and are unable to evaluate which strategy is most appropriate to
use in the given situation.
Gradual Release Process and Strategy Reading Groups
Now, I follow the gradual release process with fidelity. I conduct
running records daily and use the information that they give me to
determine a student’s strengths and weaknesses. This guides my
instruction and I then form my reading groups according to which
students need the same strategy practice (even if they are not at the
same guided reading level).
Here is the format I follow during my reading groups.
Lesson Format
1.

Students reread previous book.

2. Teacher models a reading strategy with materials so that all students
have a common reference.
3. Students choose a good fit book from their book box and practice
their strategy.

4. Teacher listens to students read and determines if they are able to
continue on their own at their tables or if they need further support
at the reading table.

5. Hand out guided reading folders for students to take today’s book
home.

I save the materials that I use in a file folder box so that they are
readily available the next time I need them.

What I like best about strategy reading groups is that I have specific
criteria that I share with my students so that they can track progress
towards their goals. As I said before, the responsibility for learning
stopped resting on my shoulders alone and students are now invested in
their learning whole heartedly.
Schedule
How is the structure of my reading block set up to meet the needs of
all learners?
As I mentioned earlier, when I taught guided reading, I would
integrate word work, strategy practice, and comprehension work all
into the same block of teaching time. I teach the same concepts now,
but not all at the same time since research suggests that children do
best when their learning is presented in shorter increments of time. I
have to be very cognizant of the needs of my learners and make sure
that I schedule in the things that all readers need to grow and develop.
Here is the schedule that I developed (the literacy block portion) to
make sure that I “covered all of my bases.”
Mrs. Rengo's Weekly Plans: Date_______________
Reading 8:30-10:20
each round of Daily 5
lasts about 30 minutes

For this week...
*word family:

*sight words:

sounds:ea, ai, oa,
oi, oy, ou, ow, au,
aw, er, ir, ur, or,
ar, c rule, g rule
*add to Word Work

Monday
poem:

Tuesday
poem:

Wednesday
poem:

Thursday
poem:

Friday
poem:

Read for enjoyment

Highlight a sound in
the poem. Generate
a list of words with the
same sound

Cover up 2 key
words: Students
suggest 3
possibilities. "Skip the
word and come back."
Think, does it make
sense?"

Highlight rhyming
words in the poem

Illustrate and put in
poetry folders
"Visualizing"

students share
work on writing
(responses to
their reading)

students share
work on writing
(responses to
their reading)

students share
work on writing
(responses to
their reading)

students share
work on writing
(responses to
their reading)

students share
work on writing
(responses to
their reading)

Strategy Lesson
1: Goal
Comprehension

Strategy Lesson
1: Goal
Comprehension

Strategy Lesson
1: Goal
Comprehension

Strategy Lesson
1: Goal
Comprehension

Strategy Lesson
1: Goal
Comprehension

and reinforced in
writer's workshop
mini-lessons

word work
Round 1 of Daily
5

Round 1 of Daily
5

Round 1 of Daily
5

Round 1 of Daily
5

Round 1 of Daily
5

introduce new word
work to groups

meet with strategy
group and confer with
individual students

meet with strategy
group and confer with
individual students

meet with strategy
group and confer with
individual students

meet with strategy
group and confer with
individual students

Strategy Lesson
2: Goal
____________

Strategy Lesson
2: Goal
____________

Strategy Lesson
2: Goal
____________

Strategy Lesson
2: Goal
____________

Strategy Lesson
2: Goal
____________

Round 2 of Daily
5

Round 2 of Daily
5

Round 2 of Daily
5

Round 2 of Daily
5

Round 2 of Daily
5

4

meet with strategy
group and confer with
individual students

meet with strategy
group and confer with
individual students

meet with strategy
group and confer with
individual students

meet with strategy
group and confer with
individual students

meet with strategy
group and confer with
individual students

5

Round 3 of Daily
5

Round 3 of Daily
5

Round 3 of Daily
5

Round 3 of Daily
5

Round 3 of Daily
5

1

2

3

bathroom break: 10:20 Writer's Workshop begins right after (see separate writing plans)

You will notice that I have a section on my plans for word work. After
reading “Word Matters” by Fountas & Pinnell and “Words Their Way”
by Bear, Invernizzi, Templeton, and Johnston, I came to understand
that word work simply meant spelling. In my classroom, at this point in
the year, I have reader’s ranging from independent level E to T. The
span of levels obviously requires differentiation to prevent frustration
and boredom. While I have specific whole group spelling lessons that I
teach from our district’s curriculum, I have taken time to develop
individualized word sorts for each guided reading level based on
Fountas and Pinnell’s “Continuum of Literacy Learning.” Giving students
appropriate word work is also key in keeping kids engaged and helping
foster reading growth.
Final Thoughts

As I look back and see how far I have come in my understanding of
reading instruction, I am confident that I have not “learned it all.”
Each year, with its new students and their unique needs, presents its
own set of challenges. I am always striving to learn more and will often
review what the experts say to keep best practices fresh in my mind.
As a learner by nature, I will always continue on my path seeking
knowledge and enlightenment. Who knows where my path will take me…

